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This inspiring compilation consists of some of the most powerful Soul, Jazz and Gospel you've ever

heard. One listen and you'll know you're in for something special. Right off the heels of the hit video "You

Can Make It" with K.T. and Icy. 12 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: Soul, GOSPEL: Contemporary Gospel

Details: As posted in a top ten list in the newest issue of Rolling Stones Magazine dated 19 October

2006! (Check the last page). When you need a breath of fresh air, a renewed spirit, some peace, some

joy, a brand new outlook on life! Thats the time to put in the inspiring new CD Life, Love  God (Chapter

Two) from Powerklutch Productions Recordings! Putting the Soul back in Soul music, these are the songs

the world has been waiting for! No Joke! The best in Soul, Jazz and Gospel music with elements of:

Pop/Rock, Drum n Bass, Old School, and even an underground Hip-Hop/House/Holy Ghost workout!

People from coast to coast are already giving (Chapter Two) an international buzz due to the many hits

from the first singles video for You Can Make It at youtube.com! Here are a few real reviews from real

people: The Powerklutch Style takes me back to real music! NOIZ  Denver Colorado Its refreshing to hear

positive messages, great vocals, great instrumentation and great grooves! Juan at KRST FM -

Albuquerque New Mexico The Powerklutch has made his mark with soulful; gospel influenced R&B! JM

City Weekly  Omaha Nebraska You couldnt smile any harder if you tried! CG  Bronx New York I didnt

know it was legal to make this kind of music anymore! SW  Los Angeles California Up there with Yolanda

Adams, Nicole C. Mullens and even Mary Mary! Angel at KAJN Crowley Louisiana The Old School sound

is backI swore I heard some Smokey, Prince, Marvin, Aaron Neville and Staple Singers in there! JK 

Cleveland Ohio In your face positive soul and jazz. Nothing is held back, the message is clear and the

songs are here. Impossible to get them out of your head! JJ - Neo Soul Review The Powerklutch sound is
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a mix of Old School soul and contemporary urban gospel! RG  Omaha Blues Society Love your music; it

has the perfect mix of everything in it! DM  Murfreesboro Tennessee This is off the hook! Your sound is

blessed! MM Tulsa, Oklahoma Powerklutch Productions Recordings has opened for Virtue, Angela

Spivey, Marion Meadows and other Jazz and blues artists. PPR is also the recipient of three Midwest

Entertainment Music Association Awards. Songs are performed live by the encouraging and soulful father

and daughter duo of K.T. and Icy and you can get a taste of their energy from the video You Can Make It

which can be seen on youtube.com, google video, and photobucket under Powerklutch. The music has

been compared from Curtis Mayfield to Maxwell, from Joe Sample to Weather Report, from Rance Allen

to Donnie McClurkin, from Minnie Ripperton to Alicia Keys. Any lover of Soul, Jazz, and Gospel should

take the time to hear and see what all the hype is about! This is one you want to get for your family so

they wont take yours! Its the perfect gift to encourage your friends and those you care for! This is a gift

theyll always remember you for! The music, the message, the melodies will enrich your soul! Thank you

for your time and feel free to contact us! Many blessings and much peace! K.T. Powerklutch Productions

Recordings PO Box 8493 Omaha Nebraska 68108
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